
 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

  

Dear Parents/Carers, 

We have had another excellent week in school with some high quality work from children in 

every class. This week’s stars are: 

Time for Twos: 

Freddie - For engaging with others and getting stuck in with all our activities! Freddie has been 
fantastic this week, with a huge smile every morning when he comes in and a brilliant attitude 
to his learning he is a pleasure to have in our class. Well done Freddie we are so proud!  

Nursery 

Kennedy - For her excellent and hard work in phonics always, especially this week when                   
practicing segmenting and blending sounds in new words, well done Kennedy!  

Faith  For being our very own "Star Baker" this week. As part of our Little Red Hen topic, 
Nursery class baked and ate our very own bread! Faith was very good at remembering the                  
ingredients we needed and worked very hard to make the prefect bread roll. Well-done Faith! 

Lenny - For being a little book worm this week and using his reading record every day for                    
stories and reading the most stories in Nursery! Well done Lenny and keep up the super                
reading! 

Zander  For being the best friend Nursery could ask for. Zander has been so thoughtful this 
week, he has shown everyone how to put others before himself. Well done Zander!  

Reception: 

Joshua - for excellent sentence reading in your phonics work this week. 
Ivyleigh - for writing a beautiful sentence about The Three Little Pigs in your English this week. 
Andrew-James Price - for some excellent subitising in your maths work this week. 
Emanuel Santana - for showing a good understanding of Ramadan and what Muslims do to       
celebrate it. 
 

1T: 

Araya and Freddie  Great effort and mapping skills in Geography 

Mackenzie - Concentration and observation skills whilst painting flowers 

Logan  - Excellent effort and enthusiasm completing maths challenges and in all learning. 

 

2B: 

Finley- for a huge improvement in his effort, across his subjects. 

Lilly-Ann- for consistently making the right choice all week and for being a good role model to 
her peers. 

Lael- For amazing discussion in her reading lessons 

Tommy- For asking questions and showing an interest in the class text. 



 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

  

3G: 

Grace for sharing fantastic descriptive vocabulary of the Iron Man with the whole class.  

Logan for trying his best in subtracting three-digit numbers from a 1-digit number using                    
concrete resources confidently. 

Paula for her active participation in learning about reflection of light in Science.  

Brendan-Lee for his wonderful efforts in demonstrating control and coordination when                    
running and performing a jump in the PE lesson 

 3D: 
Alfie  for English—brilliant portrayal of the Iron Man in role play 

Lily—for Science for her poster on reflective clothing 

Logan and Ishmeet—in English—great character descriptions of the Iron Man 

4M: 

Shyanne—for always having a positive attitude 

William in English for an excellent newspaper report 

Matvei in Geography for recognising the continents on a world map 

Marnii for her excellent contributions to discussions in PSHE  

4S: 

Corey – in Science for an excellent discussion piece about space 

Deanna—in Maths for her hard work on multiplying decimals 

Tyler R—in Geography for impressive knowledge about earthquakes 
Lucy  in Science for an impressive report on Isaac Newton 

 5B: 

Charlie—in English for a fantastic witness statement  

George—for fantastic work in Geography 

Alexis—for a brilliant piece of writing in English 

Reece—for working hard in PE and putting in 100% effort 

6L: 

Pheobe for a well-structured introduction to a discussion text 

Antoni for thoughtful inference work when exploring a new character 

Stacey for fantastic work and presentation when doing long multiplication 

Destiny for excellent atlas work and creating her own relief map of the UK  

Lunchtime stars of the week. Our lunchtime staff are very proud of: 

Matilda W, Phoebe, Tytius, Maily, Keal and Gary 

Mrs Garrish is especially proud this week of Joseph R for his excellent gardening skills 

I hope you have an enjoyable bank holiday weekend. 

Justin Gray 

Headteacher 


